
Appendix # 1 made to the Rules  
 

PROTOCOL 
on checking the accuracy of the signatures included in signature 

sheets 
 

It was determined at the result of checking the signatures included in  
 
signature sheets submitted to the ______________________________ 
       (name of the constituency) 
 
Con.EC # _____ in support of citizen ____________________________ 
       (surname, name and patronymic) 
 
who has been nominated to municipality membership 
__________________________________________________________ 

(name of the municipality) 
 

in Municipal elections of the Republic of Azerbaijan:  
 

 
1. Number of the submitted signature sheets…………………____ 
 
2. Number of the constituencies where signatures have been 
collected …………………………………………………..................____  
 
3. Number of the submitted signatures ........................................____ 
 
4. Number of the checked signatures ….......................................____ 
 
5. Number of unchecked signatures .............................................____ 
 
6. Number of the signatures considered valid .............................____ 
 
7. Number of the signatures considered invalid ...........................____ 
 

 
As well as, the following reasons: 

 
- repetitions excluding one signature .......................................____  
-voters’ signatures included in signature sheets until the election 

commission was sent a notification …...................................................____ 
- signatures not in handwriting or signed in pencil ………….......____  
- signatures with the unverified corrections on the day of including 

voters’ signatures by the persons approving the signature sheet ..........____  



- signatures of the voters who have included inaccurate information 
…………….______  

- signatures of the voters without an election right (the citizens under 
age 18, handicapped persons or persons with limited ability, foreigners and 
other persons defined by law ) …………………………..........................____  

- signatures in the unfilled lines to be filled in signature 
sheets…………………............................................................................____ 

- signatures in the lines determined to have writings incompatible with 
the Election Code…................................................................................____ 

- signatures put by one person instead of different persons or by 
different persons instead of one person……………............................____ 

- signatures considered invalid due to the offence of Article 
57.1…………………………………………………………………….........____ 

- invalid signatures if they have not been verified by handwriting 
signature of the person collecting signature sheets, as well as, of the 
authorized representative of the candidate, political party, political party 
bloc, or the signature of the authorized representative is 
inaccurate……………………………………………….............................____  

- other reasons ……………………................................................____  
 
 
 
Head of the Working Group:  
 __________    _______________________    
 (signature)   (surname, name and patronymic)  
 
 
________ 
Note:  

1. Erased signatures in the signature sheets shall not be checked and taken into 
account if the relevant note is indicated on this by those collecting signatures.   
2. Corrections and notes included in signature sheets in relevant manner shall not be 
considered as a reason for the invalidation of signatures.  
3. If several signatures of the same person is found out, then only one signature shall 
be considered valid and the others inaccurate.  
4. If the signatures have been collected by offending Article 215.1 of the Election Code, 
then those signatures shall not be checked and the case is regarded as less than the 
necessary number of voters’ signatures.  
 
 
 
 
 
 


